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PAST

Breast conserving surgery (BCS) is the cornerstone

surgical treatment in breast cancer; however, it is associ-

ated with a risk of reoperative intervention due to positive

resection margins.1 Reoperation puts patients at risk of

perioperative complications including infection and infe-

rior cosmetic outcomes, as well as delays to adjuvant

treatment. From the payor perspective, reoperation creates

financial toxicity due to the direct costs of intervention as

well as indirect costs due to time off work. Conventional

localization techniques only provide approximate tumor

location and fail to provide tumor identification or tissue

characterization.1 Tumor identification through fluores-

cence guided surgery (FGS) is Food and Drug

Administration approved for cancers such as glioblastoma

where negative margins are paramount,2 and these benefits

could be applied to BCS through demarcating tumor

location, size, and invasiveness.

PRESENT

A prospective clinical trial was conducted using an in-

house fluorescence camera system in 40 patients under-

going BCS. Indocyanine green (ICG) at 0.25 mg/kg was

administered to 20 patients at the start of the operation, and

20 patients intraoperatively, once skin flaps were raised.

The patients who received an intraoperative ICG injection

demonstrated a stronger tumor background ratio (TBR)

than those who received preoperative ICG (3.18 ± 1.74 vs

2.10 ± 0.92, p = 0.023). However, sensitivity and speci-

ficity for the intraoperative cohort was not statistically

different from that of the preoperative cohort (0.82:0.93 vs

0.66:0.90 respectively, p = 1.105: p = 0.909).3 The key

finding of this study is relative improvement in TBR with

intraoperative fluorescence injection. Whilst ICG provides

a clinically adequate TBR ([1.5),3 further work is required

to improve the diagnostic accuracy for the clinical adoption

of fluorescence guided breast surgery.

FUTURE

Although when compared with previous specimen-based

analysis, pixel-based image analysis was identified to be

superior4,5 and high accuracy was attained, BCS using ICG

requires appropriately powered clinical trials to determine

whether patient outcomes are improved. Future work

should also focus on improving results either through

camera system modifications, enhancing image processing,

and/or using targeted fluorophores specific to breast cancer

towards clinical adoption of fluorescence guided breast

surgery.
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